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MEMORANDUM

January 25, 2010 

TO: Daniel Hayes and Gregory DiLorenzo

FROM: Legislative Council Staff and Office of Legislative Legal Services

SUBJECT: Proposed initiative measure 2009-2010 #38, concerning  limitations on water for new
residential housing

Section 1-40-105 (1), Colorado Revised Statutes, requires the directors of the Colorado
Legislative Council and the Office of Legislative Legal Services to "review and comment" on
initiative petitions for proposed laws and amendments to the Colorado constitution.  We hereby
submit our comments to you regarding the appended proposed initiative.

The purpose of this statutory requirement of the Legislative Council and the Office of
Legislative Legal Services is to provide comments intended to aid proponents in determining the
language of their proposal and to avail the public of knowledge of the contents of the proposal.  Our
first objective is to be sure we understand your intent and your objective in proposing the
amendment.  We hope that the statements and questions contained in this memorandum will provide
a basis for discussion and understanding of the proposal.

Purposes

     The major purposes of the proposed amendment appear to be:

1. To limit the amount of water available for newly constructed, privately owned residential
housing units for specific cities and counties and counties to no more than one percent of the
total water used for privately owned residential purposes annually averaged for the previous
10 years in the cities and counties and counties;

2. To require local governments to allot building permits so that housing growth does not



exceed the limitation on water use, and to place requirements and restrictions on such
permits;

3. To allow a 10% increase in the allowed water allotment when at least 30% of the housing
growth is affordable and affordable senior housing;

4. To require water supply entities to retain records of current water use and annual increases
for each local government and to make the records available to the public on the internet; and

5. To subject the proposed water limitations to initiative and referendum. 

Technical Comments:

The following comments address technical issues raised by the form of the proposed
initiative.  These comments will be read aloud at the public meeting only if the proponents so
request.  You will have the opportunity to ask questions about these comments at the review and
comment meeting.  Please consider revising the proposed initiative as suggested below.

1. It is standard drafting practice to insert a left tab on the first line of each new paragraph,
including amending clauses and section headings.

2. In the amending clause, the word "ARTICLE" should not be in small capital letters but in
regular type. 

3. It is standard drafting practice for the first subsection to immediately follow the headnote on
the same line instead of the first subsection appearing on a separate line from the headnote.

4. It is standard drafting practice to separate coordinate adjectives with a comma.  For instance, 
in subsection (1), the first sentence could read, ". . . newly constructed, privately owned 
residential housing . . ."

5. It is standard drafting practice to use small capital letters to show new language being added
to the Colorado constitution.  For example, the first sentence would begin "THE AMOUNT OF

WATER AVAILABLE ANNUALLY FOR NEWLY CONSTRUCTED, PRIVATELY OWNED RESIDENTIAL

HOUSING UNITS FOR . . ."

6. With regard to subsection (1), when referring to more than one city and county or city, the
appropriate use of the plural is "cities and counties or counties".  Similarly, in subsection (5),
the proponents may intend for the phrase "Colorado city" to read "COLORADO CITIES".

7. In subsections (1) and (4), the proponents refer to a "county", but the proponents may intend
that to say "city or city and county" or "local county".

8. In subsection (1), with regard to the phrase "January 31  of a calendar year," it is notst

necessary to refer to "31 " and it may be more appropriate to say "each" calendar year,  sost

that the phrase could read "JANUARY 31 OF EACH CALENDAR YEAR".
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9. In subsection (1), with regard to the phrase "shall not subject to Subsection (5) until 2016,"
it appears the word "be" should be after the word "not", the word "Subsection" should not
be initial capped, and it is standard drafting practice to add "of this section" when referring
to a subsection in a section, so that the phrase would read "SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO

SUBSECTION (5) OF THIS SECTION UNTIL 2016."

10. In subsection (4), with regard to the phrase "in affected city and county or county," it appears
the word "the" should be after the word "in" or, alternatively, "IN AFFECTED CITIES AND

COUNTIES OR COUNTIES,".

11. In paragraphs (b) and (e) of subsection (6), the preferred method for separating a series of
items in a list is to use a comma after the second-to-last item in the series.

12. With regard to paragraphs (c) and (e) of subsection (6), it is standard drafting practice to use
the word "that" instead of "which" when indicating a restrictive clause, meaning the word,
clause, or phrase following the word "that" is necessary to the meaning of the sentence and
is not simply additional or descriptive information.

Substantive Comments and Questions

The substance of the proposed initiative raises the following comments and questions:

1. Article V, section 1 (5.5) of the Colorado constitution requires all proposed initiatives to
have a single subject.   What is the single subject of the proposed initiative?

2. What will be the effective date of the proposed initiative?

3. As a change to the Colorado constitution, the proposed initiative may be amended only by
a  subsequent amendment to the constitution.  Is this your intention?

4. The requirement stated in the first sentence of subsection (1) applies to a specific list of cities
and counties and counties, but the second sentence requires "[e]ach local government", a
defined term that is not limited to the listed cities and counties and counties, to limit their
allotment of building permits.  Do the proponents intend the definition  of "local
government" to apply statewide or to only those local governments within the listed cities
and counties and counties?

5. Subsection (2) allows the issuance of additional building permits if the type of housing
controls water use on a "valid basis".  What is a "valid basis" for such control?  Is that a
matter for the general assembly to determine?

6. If the water use from the additional permits issued pursuant to subsection (2) exceed
"projected" water use in a year, the local government loses an equivalent number of permits
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in the next year.  Does the local government lose an equivalent number of permits in the next
year even if the water use from the additional permits does not exceed the additional permits'
pro rata portion of the one percent limit? Or if the total number of permits does not exceed
the one percent limit?  Are local governments that do not issue such additional permits
subject to any type of penalty if actual water use exceeds projected use, or is this penalty
limited to only those local governments that issue such additional permits?

7. Subsection (3) allows a "ten percent increase" in the allowed water allotment if certain
conditions are met.  The base allowable increase is "one percent of the total water used for
privately owned residential purposes annually averaged over the previous ten years".  Is the
expanded allowable rate one percent plus 10% (that is, 11%), or is it 10% of 1% (that is,
1.1%), or some other figure?

8. Subsection (4) requires all water supply entities to retain "all" records of current water use
and annual increases for each local government, and the definition of "water supply entity"
includes entities that do not necessarily provide any water to privately owned residential
housing units (that is, entities that serve only commercial, industrial, irrigation, or public
facility customers).  What is the proponents' intent in requiring water supply entities that do
not provide any water to privately owned residential housing units to keep records and to
make such records public?

9. Subsection (5) specifies that the water limitations are subject to initiative and referendum in
"all" Colorado cities and counties and counties.  If the limitations apply only to the list of 
cities and counties and counties specified in subsection (1), what is the proponents' intent in
allowing initiative and referendum in cities and counties and counties that are not subject to
the limitation?

10. The last sentence of the definition of "housing unit" refers to "dwelling unit".  Is a dwelling
unit different from a housing unit?

11. The first sentence of the definition of "local county" implies that the unincorporated portion
of a county is the same as the "statutory" county.  County boundaries are specified in statute
in article 5 of title 30, Colorado Revised Statutes; the boundaries include both the
unincorporated and the incorporated portions of counties.  What is the proponents' intent
with regard to this definition?

12. In 2008, the General Assembly enacted a law (section 29-20-301, Colorado Revised Statutes,
et seq.) that requires that building permit applications for developments of greater than 50
single-family equivalents must include specific evidence of an adequate water supply. An
adequate water supply is defined as one that is sufficient for the development, through
build-out, in terms of quality, quantity, and dependability.  How do the proponents intend
their initiative to affect this law? Is the initiative meant to replace or complement the 2008
law?

13. Section 6 of article XVI of the state constitution specifies that the right to divert
unappropriated water of any natural stream for beneficial uses shall never be denied. Some
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streams in Colorado may include unappropriated water that would be available for new
appropriations. Does this measure's limitation apply to unappropriated water that would
otherwise be available for appropriation by new homeowners? If not, would the proponents
consider adding language to explain how the measure would affect the use of unappropriated
water by domestic water users?

14. Article 68 of title 24, Colorado Revised Statues, specifies that a local government's approval
of a site specific development plan creates a vested property right to complete the
development, and that, absent the developer's consent, the payment of just compensation, or
the discovery of a hazard that poses a serious threat to the public health, safety, and welfare,
the local government cannot prevent or impair the vested property right.  Approval of a site
specific development plan will almost always occur prior to the issuance of a building
permit.  How does the proponents' proposal affect the vested property rights recognized by
this article?
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